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What this guide is about

Scope and limitations

This is a guide to understanding the templates generated by the program  Curved
Turnout & Crossover Template Designer (ct&ctd) for straight or curved crossovers
using “Ultimate” turnouts from the Proto:87 stores (www.proto87.com).

This guide will not provide detailed instructions to build the turnouts or crossovers;
this is better covered by videos and instructions from the manufacturer. The videos
are excellent tutorials and are highly recommended. This guide is supplemental and
provides more detailed information for those that prefer written instructions and
more in-depth explanations. For most users it is not necessary to read this guide at
all; the videos are sufficient.

The “Ultimate” range of turnouts are designed as straight turnouts, using specially
made jigs to precisely place ties, tie plates, frogs and rails. The straight and curved
crossovers are able to utilise many of  these features, including the use of  jigs to
place tie plates, which greatly aids accurate construction.

Figures in this guide use #8  ho turnouts with an inner track radius of 30″ and a
track spacing of prototype 16′. The switch rails are slightly curved.

Brief outline for building 
“Ultimate” crossovers

Straight crossovers

The sequence for building a straight crossover using “Ultimate” turnouts is as fol-
lows:

 Print the straight crossover template using the ct&ctd program, either as
two halves or as a full template. You may find it convenient to print one
copy as two halves for the first part of the construction, and a second copy
as a full template for the final stages of construction.
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 Partially build each half of the crossover as a separate straight turnout:

 Place the printed template for the straight crossover.

 Cut the plastic base so that it fits underneath the turnout.

 Position the ties using the  “Switch-Works” tie frames. Glue the ties to
the plastic base, except for the middle grey ties that should remain loose
for now. 

 Position and glue the tie plates using the “Switch-Works” tie frames and
tie plate jigs. The loose middle grey ties should be placed into the tie
frame slots to allow the tie plates to be fitted; these ties shall be moved
into the correct position later. Some tie plates should not be glued at this
stage; these are indicated by red crosses on the template.

 Move the two partially completed straight half turnouts so that they line up
correctly for the straight crossover. If you were previously working with half
templates this is a good time to replace them with a full template printout.
Align the two halves using the template as the guide; do not use the edges of
the ties as they do not necessarily line up exactly (they will only do so if the
track spacing is a multiple of 6″ prototype).

 Glue the loose middle grey ties into position using the template as a guide.

 Add rails  and frog to complete the straight crossover in accordance with
manufacturer guidance (see videos and documentation on website).

 For the parallel track, there will be few or no tie plates. Use the single tie jig
to position and glue a few pairs of tie plates on every few ties to set the posi-
tion of the rail. The tie plate tool will set the correct gauge for the track.

 Fit and glue the rails for the parallel track. 

 For all ties that do not have tie plates, slide their tie plates underneath the
rails and glue into position.

 Place into your layout, paint, ballast and enjoy!

Curved crossovers

The sequence for building a curved crossover using “Ultimate” turnouts is as fol-
lows:

 Print both a  straight crossover template and a  curved crossover template
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using  the  ct&ctd program.  The straight  crossover  template  should be
printed as first half and second half (not full); the curved crossover template
can be printed either as two halves or as a full template (recommended).

 Partially build each half of the crossover as a separate straight turnout:

 Place the printed half template for the straight crossover.

 Cut the plastic base so that it fits underneath the frog area. The frog
area is delineated by two dashed red lines on the template.

 If straight switches are used, cut another plastic base to fit underneath
the straight switch area. The switch area is delineated by two dashed red
lines on the template. Do not do this if the switch area is slightly curved
or fully curved.

 Position the ties using the “Switch-Works” tie frames. Connect the ties
together by gluing to a flexible strip running underneath the ties in the
slot provided. Glue the ties in the frog area (and the switch area if ap-
plicable) to the plastic base(s). The flexible strip should continue under-
neath the middle grey ties ensuring that they are  not connected to the
flexible strip but remain loose.

 Position and glue the tie plates using the “Switch-Works” tie frames and
tie plate jigs. The loose middle grey ties should be placed into the tie
frame slots to allow the tie plates to be fitted; these ties shall be moved
into the correct position later. Some tie plates should not be glued at this
stage; these are indicated by red crosses on the curved template; make
sure that you are referring to the curved template for the location of
these red crosses, as they may be different from the straight template.

 Transfer the two partially completed straight half turnouts on to the tem-
plate for the curved crossover. Align and curve the two halves using the
template as the guide; do not use the edges of the ties for alignment as they
do not necessarily line up exactly (they will only do so if the track spacing is
a multiple of 6″ prototype).

 Cut additional plastic base material to fit underneath—to avoid vertical un-
evenness each tie should be on one thickness of plastic base.

 Glue all ties including the loose middle grey ties to the new plastic bases us-
ing the template as a guide.
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 Add rails  and frog to  complete the curved crossover  in  accordance with
manufacturer guidance (see videos and documentation on website).

 For the parallel track, there will be few or no tie plates. Use the single tie jig
to position and glue a few pairs of tie plates on every few ties to set the posi-
tion of the rail. The tie plate tool will set the correct gauge for the track.

 Fit and glue the rails for the parallel track. 

 For all ties that do not have tie plates, slide their tie plates underneath the
rails and glue into position.

 Place into your layout, paint, ballast and enjoy!

Understanding the 
crossover template 
diagrams in more detail

The purpose in design of “Ultimate” 
crossover templates

The over-riding purpose when writing the ct&ctd program was to generate tem-
plates that would allow construction in the same way as normal straight “Ultimate”
turnouts. In particular, full use of the excellent  “Switch-Works” tie frames and tie
plate jigs was of paramount importance. While a few ties and tie plates need to be
adjusted when building crossovers, most of the construction steps use the standard
tie frames and tie plate jigs for placement.

“Ultimate” crossover templates—first 
half of crossover

When crossover templates are built using  “Ultimate” turnouts, several ties in the
middle can be highlighted in grey on both straight and curved crossovers (figures 1
and 3):

 The tie spacing of the grey middle ties vary from the standard tie spacing. 

 Some tie plates should not be placed on the diverging route until after the
rail has been added, as these tie plates are slightly repositioned compared to
a standard turnout. After the rails have been fixed in place, the tie plates are
slid under the rail into the correct position. These manually positioned tie
plates are indicated by red crosses.
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Figure 1 shows a straight crossover using #8 “Ultimate” turnouts. In this example
three ties  in the middle are highlighted in grey.  The number of  grey ties in the
middle varies depending upon the track spacing and the turnout frog number. The
same number of middle ties would be grey if the crossover was curved instead of
straight, providing the frog number and the track spacing remained the same.

The grey ties in the middle have been shifted slightly left or right, i.e. the tie spacing
of the grey ties in the middle is different to the normal tie spacing. Consequently
when using the  “Switch-Works” tie frames the centre grey ties will  not align with
the slots. Therefore these ties should remain loose and are positioned manually us-
ing the template after the tie frame is no longer required.

Figure  2 shows the first half of same crossover as in figure  1 under construction.
The first half is the left hand half of the template when the writing is upright. This
is only terminology to distinguish one half  of  the template from the other; it has
nothing to do with the order of construction. Note that when there is an odd num-
ber of middle ties, the odd tie is considered part of the first half, so in this case there
are two grey middle ties in the first half and only one grey middle tie in the second
half, for a total of three.

The grey middle ties from the template are highlighted in red in figure 2 and it can
be seen that they do not line up exactly with the slots in the tie framing tool. This is
because the tie spacing varies for the shaded grey ties compared to the tie spacing
of a standard turnout. These ties remain loose; they are temporarily placed in the
slots of the tie framing tool so that the tie plates on the main route may be glued in
place using the tie plate jig. Later they’ll be moved to their correct position. 

Figure 1: A crossover using #8 “Ultimate” turnouts. The ties in the middle are
highlighted in grey. This occurs for both straight and curved crossovers. The red

crosses indicate manually positioned tie plates.
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The green circles in figure 2 show the missing tie plates on the diverging route, as
indicated by the red crosses on the template in figure 1. These tie plates on the di-
verging route are slightly repositioned. The best way to find the new position of
these tie plates is to build the turnout without them until after the rails have been
set in place. Then slide the missing tie plates under the rails and secure them in the
correct position. Do not place tie plates marked by red crosses using the tie plate jig.

The plastic base and tie connection for 
curved crossovers

The blue square in figure 2 represents the plastic base placed underneath the frog
area for a curved crossover. The frog rails are always straight so the frog ties may be
glued to the plastic base in this area. If a straight crossover is to be built then the
plastic base extends the full length of the crossover and all ties may be glued to it.

The brown line in figure 2 represents the connection of the ties underneath the rail
that goes through the frog on the main route. There is a slot in the ties that allows a
flexible strip to be placed so that the ties may be secured to it, keeping the tie spa-
cing correct.  This is  only necessary for curved turnouts and crossovers.  Curved
turnouts and crossovers are partially built first as straight turnouts, then after the tie
plates have been fitted using the  “Switch-Works” tie plate jig the entire turnout is
curved around the flexible strip. The flexible strip keeps the ties correctly spaced
apart from each other. 

The grey ties in the middle of the crossover (highlighted in red in figure 2) should
not be secured to the flexible strip as their position is slightly different from the
standard turnout; they should remain loose and are positioned after the turnout has

Figure 2: This shows the first half of the crossover under construction. The grey
middle ties from the template are highlighted in red. They are not aligned with the

tie framing tool. They should not have the tie plates on the diverging route
placed, as shown by the green circles. The difference in tie spacing of the middle

ties has been exaggerated for illustrative purposes.
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been curved. However, the strip should continue underneath the grey ties to assist
with their alignment when curving, to keep the tie plates lined up. Ensure that the
ties are not secured to the strip, i.e. they can be moved loosely along the strip to
their correct final position.

“Ultimate” crossover templates—
second half of crossover

For curved crossovers, on the second half of the crossover there can be a few (if
any, usually one or two pairs) of red crosses adjacent to the frog area. These are only
displayed on curved crossovers, not straight crossovers. Figure  3 shows the same
crossover as in figure 1, only it is now a curved crossover. When curved in this ex-
ample an extra pair of tie plates in the second half adjacent to the frog area become
red crosses; figure 3 adds a green arrow to point them out more clearly. 

The second half of a curved crossover is built in the same way as the first half, ini-
tially as a straight turnout. Figure 4 shows the second half of the crossover under
construction. The middle ties are built in exactly the same way as for the first half of
the crossover. The second half is the right hand half of the template when the writ-
ing is upright. This is only terminology to distinguish one half of the template from
the other; it has nothing to do with the order of construction.

Figure 3: A curved crossover using #8 “Ultimate” turnouts. This is the same
crossover as in figure 1 but with a curve radius of 30″ on the inside main track.
There are a pair of tie plates in the second half adjacent to the frog area marked
as red crosses, highlighted by the green arrow. This occurs only sometimes on

curved crossovers, and only on the second half of the curved crossover.
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Notice that a crossover does not necessarily use the same number of ties after the
frog as a normal turnout; the number of ties after the frog vary depending upon the
track spacing. In this case there are ten ties after the frog (the middle or eleventh tie
is considered to be part of the first half ), whereas the standard turnout would have
eleven ties.

The green circles in figure 4 show the missing tie plates on the diverging route, as
indicated by the red crosses on the template in figure 3. These tie plates on the di-
verging route are slightly repositioned, both on the middle ties and also on the ties
adjacent to the frog area. The best way to find the new position of these tie plates is
to build the turnout without them until after the rails have been set in place. Then
slide the missing tie plates under the rails and secure them in the correct position.
Do not place tie plates marked by red crosses using the tie plate jig.

The blue square in figure 2 represents the plastic base placed underneath the frog
area for a curved crossover. The brown line in figure 4 represents the connection of
the ties underneath the rail that goes through the frog on the main route. Both of
these are described more fully in the previous section.

Figure 4: This shows the second half of the crossover under construction. The
grey middle ties from the template are highlighted in red. They are not aligned
with the tie framing tool. They should not have the tie plates on the diverging
route placed, as shown by the left pair of green circles. There are an additional
pair of tie plates adjacent to the frog area that should not have tie plates on the

diverging route placed, as shown by the right pair of green circles. The difference
in tie spacing of the middle ties has been exaggerated for illustrative purposes.
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Tie plates indicated by red crosses

Tie plates indicated by red crosses on the template are slightly repositioned from
normal turnouts, or are in locations that are outside the normal turnout. These tie
plates cannot be laid by using the  “Switch-Works” tie plate jigs. The red crosses
printed on the template are the correct size, show the exact placement of the reposi-
tioned tie plates, and have the correct orientation.

Tie plates manually positioned on 
parallel track

Most or all tie plates on the parallel track need to be manually positioned. This is
best done by using the single tie jig available from the Proto:87 stores. There
are two versions; one for the larger tie plates used on modern or welded rail track,
and one for older style smaller sized tie plates. Both are shown in figure 5.

Use the single tie jig to position and glue a few pairs of tie plates on every few ties to
set the position of the rail. The single tie jig has a mark to align with the track centre
line printed on the template (the solid red line), and the flat of the small ‘d’ is set to
the rail inside gauge line (solid black line). Once the rail has been laid the remaining
tie plates are positioned by sliding underneath the rails.

Wide track spacings

As track spacing becomes wider, more ties are added in the middle. Eventually the
number of ties exceeds the number of ties used in a normal turnout, so extra ties are
being added onto the end. These extra ties are spaced at the same tie spacing as the
last ties, and are indicated by a blue dot at the end of the tie as shown in figure 6.

Figure 5: Single tie jigs used to position tie plates on a single tie. The marks in the
middle of each jig are aligned with the track centreline (solid red line) on the
template, and the flat of the small ‘D’ is set to the rail inside gauge line (solid

black line). The jig will correctly position the tie plates and set the gauge.
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The “Switch-Works” tie frames can still be used to lay these ties. Start by laying out
the ties for the turnout as normal. When the end of the turnout is reached, flip the
tie frame horizontally and place the last tie in the last slot of the tie frame as shown
in figure 7. Continue laying the blue dot ties using the tie frame in its new position.

After  flipping  horizontally  it  is  important  to  always  place  the  last  tie  in  the  tie
frame’s last slot; do not overlap any further. This is because the tie spacings in the
tie  frame do  change  at  certain  points  along  the  frame.  The  ct&ctd program
knows how the tie spacings change and takes that into account.

24 March 2016

Figure 6: Wider track spacings can have more ties than in a normal turnout, at the
same tie spacing as the last ties. These are indicated by blue dots on the end of

the ties, highlighted in this figure by green ovals. The track spacing in the figure is
prototype 18′, about 2 ½″ in ho.

Figure 7: For blue dot ties, after all normal ties have been laid flip the “Switch-
Works” tie frame horizontally and place the last tie in the last slot of the tie

frame. Continue laying the blue dot ties in the tie frame’s new position.
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